Maximize operator productivity, improve fork placement accuracy, and enhance product safety with the Fork-Tip Laser Guide, only from Raymond.

Our new Fork-Tip Laser Guide automatically projects a highly visible laser line at the exact height as the truck fork allowing your Reach-Fork® truck operators to more precisely and confidently engage pallets. It’s a simple and effective productivity solution, and easy to equip both new and existing Raymond® Reach-Fork trucks with this game-changing technology. Only Raymond offers two laser choices: our new, vivid green Fork-Tip Laser Guide, for maximum visibility in rack heights up to 442” and our red Fork-Tip Laser Guide, an ideal choice for warehouses with shorter rack heights.

**Key Features & Benefits: Fork-Tip Laser Guide**

- **Reach new heights.** Our standard red Fork-Tip Laser Guide is easily visible up to 300”, while our brighter, more vivid green Fork-Tip Laser Guide can be readily seen at 442”, enabling you to maximize your warehouse space and fully utilize the capabilities of your Reach-Fork truck fleet.

- **Greater visibility in more environments.** Our green laser is ideal for applications that use blue painted pallets, brighter environments or taller rack heights.

- **Both green and red laser** unit draws a scant two amps from the truck battery, enabling battery power to operate at optimum levels.
Pays For Itself With Its Accuracy

Damaging just one pallet can undermine your operations, including replacement product costs, clean up and truck downtime. With the Raymond Fork-Tip Laser Guide, it's easy to protect your warehouse assets and increase your operator's accuracy. Here's how: When your Raymond lift truck is equipped with the Fork-Tip Laser Guide it automatically projects a vivid laser line onto the pallet showing operators the exact fork position and allowing for precise pallet alignment. The result – greater operator confidence, speed and accuracy.

Ideal for a range of applications including tall racks, warehouses without optimum lighting, freezer environments, and to aid newer lift truck operators, the Raymond Fork-Tip Laser Guide is an essential productivity instrument for any warehouse. Our innovative truck technology will result in a rapid ROI for your operations.

Raymond Fork Tip Laser Guide

- Ideal for tall racks, freezer environments or warehouses with less than optimum lighting
- Compatible with Reach-Fork or Deep-Reach® truck applications
- Less product and pallet damage
- Quicker pallet pick-up or put-away
- Green laser offers these additional advantages over red laser including:
  - Sharp visibility on blue painted pallets
  - Clearly visible in applications over 300”
  - Better visibility in all light conditions
- Customer configurable for special applications

Notes

- Option is not available for use with fork position carriage
- Lasers are Class II by CDRH Standards
- Class II lasers are low emission devices and should not be used illogically. The yellow caution decal (as shown) is affixed to the Fork-Tip Laser Guide and is confirmatory of its nature and function.

About Raymond

The Raymond Corporation is a global provider of material handling solutions that improve space utilization and productivity. Superior truck designs enable a lower cost of operation and achieves greater operator acceptance. For more information about the complete line of Raymond lift trucks or to locate a Raymond Sales and Service Center, visit www.raymondcorp.com, or call (800) 235-7200.
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The Raymond Corporation is ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 Certified.